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Sportswear - dressing to win! 
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Tokyo tweed run featuring Stag Camouflage by Griffin, Fall 2013 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Sport is ubiquitous touching almost every aspect of our lives from health and 
wellbeing to fashion, culture, technology, design and architecture.  In this 
exhibition we focus on sportswear.  With a history that spans little more than a 
century, its evolution has been rapid largely due to its strong association with 
technology.  This exhibition is divided into four sections that examine the nature 
of sportswear today and its wider cultural, social and aesthetic significance.  The 
four associated themes are ethnographics, nature, fashion and performance. 
Exhibits will range from waterproof kamleikis made from seal lion oesophagus to 
sharkskin inspired swimsuits that help swimmers to break world records, to 
couture fashion utilising sports fabric technology and aesthetic as well as the 
compression suits that help athletes to train harder.  Each of the zones will be 
conceptually and visually distinctive introducing the visitor to a whole new 
experience of sportswear. 
  



Sport + Ethnographics:   
 
 

 
 

ROM, Inuit women’s parka 
 
Here we look at some of the knowledge brought to the industry from 
ethnographic clothing.  These include the development of the iconic parka as well 
as waterproof seaming inspired by the kamleiki and climate control fleece where 
the engineered construction has been inspired by bamboo fisherman’s jackets.  
Potential exhibits include First Nations and Inuit parkas and kamlekis as well as 
sports parkas and fleece garments. 
 
Potential Exhibitors: Royal Ontario Museum (ROM); McCord Museum; Mehmet 
Cetinkaya Gallery; Bata shoe museum; Maharishi; Patagonia 
 

 
 
 



 Sport + Nature:  
 
 

 
 
Canada Goose Arctic Program: clothing line designed for Arctic conditions using goose down 
feathers 
 
In this section we look at the debt owed to nature in inspiring developments in 
sportswear.   Biomimetics, where good design is inspired by nature, is a relatively 
new design field and one that is having a dramatic impact on how sportswear 
looks and performs.  Potential exhibits include swimsuits based on the sharkskin, 
lightweight down filled jackets and gecko inspired trainers.   
 
Potential Exhibitors: Canada Goose; Maharishi; Loudmouth; Speedo; Dianese; 
O’Neil; Helly Hansen; sarah ziem/uni of Reutlingen; 
 
 



Sport + Fashion:  
 

 
 

Eley Kishimoto, Ruby helmet on catwalk 
 
The relationship between sport and fashion has been one of the most successful 
and mutually beneficial over the last century.  In this portion of the exhibition we 
look at how they have influenced one another.   Potential exhibits include 
signature garments from leading sportsbrands, fashion with a strong sports 
aesthetic or using sports fabric as well as examples of collaboration between 
sport and fashion. 
 
Potential Exhibitors: Hussein Chalayan/Puma; Eley Kishimoto; Y3; Stella 
McCartney; Fred Perry; Diesel Black; Griffin; Mambo; Seafolly; Blue Blue; 
Agua Bendita; Canada Goose/ Levis; Arc'teryx Equipment Inc; Hovding; 
Rick Owens; Onitsuka Tiger/Freedom of Creation; ann sofie back; shape 
ways; Marloes ten Bhomer 
 
 



Sport + Performance:  
 
 

 
 

Spyder: skisuit ergonomically designed with high tech fabrics enhancing performance  
 
 
In this area of the exhibition we focus on issues around the performance of 
sportswear.  The importance of size, fit, fabric and even the positioning of seams 
to ergonomics are considered.  The psychology of sportswear is also a focus as 
we consider whether gold trainers or aggressive logos have an impact on 
competitors.  Potential exhibits include a graphic wall of ice hockey team logos, 
compression suits, ergonomically designed cycle shorts and singlet and a 
showcase of the latest emerging technologies such as printed electronics on 
fabric. 
 
Potential Exhibitors: Nike; The North Face; Adidas; Musto; Hyod; Ripcurl; Skins; 
Descente; Ski-Doo; Spyder; Valiant; Apogee; bioracer;  under Armour; Columbia 
Sportswear co; UC San Diego; D30; Rukka 
 
  



 
 
Image: Students viewing the quantum physics exhibit at the Magical Materials Exhibition, 
Science Gallery, Trinity College, Dublin 
 
Exhibition Experience: The exhibition will include a combination of full outfits, 
individual items, multiples, graphic walls, video and interactive zones.  It offers 
four different themes each clearly identifiable to the visitor.  It is designed to 
appeal to a wide general audience as well as visitors to the Pan American 
Games and the Design Exchange audience.  Exhibitors from the Americas will 
feature strongly in all sectors with interactive zones and associated education 
programmes and workshops that will focus on engagement with the young 
audience in particular.   
 
Content: 30 exhibits are expected that will range from garments to footwear, 
accessories, interactive displays, photography and film.  The exhibition is still at 
research and development stage  
 
Exhibition Design: This will be designed in keeping with the theme of the 
exhibition.  The display will be capable of being installed by technicians at the 
touring venue with additional support available on request. 
 
Publication/Web Site: A full colour catalogue will be produced to accompany the 
exhibition along with a web site and education programme.  
 
 


